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The medical profession in the United States hl1s long acknowledged 
~ts inadequacy in effectively caring for patients of the lower social 
classes, and in recent years this problem has becorne increasingl.Y more 
. 1 
obvious. }i:)mbers of the lower cl~~sses often hesitB.te to consult a doctor, 
neglect to follow through on treatments recommended by a.doctor, or change 
periodically from physician to physician, never allowing one member of 
the medical profession to establish a consistent pattern of care. But 
although the actions of the lower class patients point out a severe short-
comi~g to the medical profession, the profession has not been able to 
define the problem beyond a mere blanket description: a failure to communi-
cate, and many physicians have only a sux-face understanding.of what is 
lacking. 
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It is the thesis of the following discussion that the common process 
usually referred to as stereotyping h8.S much to do with the lack of com-
munication between doctor and lower class patient. Therefore, I shall 
def:lne stereotyping as it exists in a medical conf1~ontation; explore the 
patien~st stereotype oi the physician end the physician's st.ereotype_of 
the patients, wha~ constitutes each of these stereotypes and why they 
exist; ax1d explain how these attitudes affect cor,r:nunication il-1 the doctor-
patient relationship. 
The_ term 11lower class" will "be used throughout the remainder of the 
discussion to refer to the urban poor, those members of the .American ·urban 
. I") 
population with an annual income of less than $1+000. The government uf 
the United Sta.tes hBs declared the problems of urban life to be mriong the 
most serious facL"'lg ~ur nation in this deca.do,J and, in addition, the 
· attention of many institutions, 1?oth governmenttl ti.nd private, h:i.s. been_·· 
directed towards better communication in the urban ghettos, with r;:i.cdictl 
. 4 
services high on the list of would-be reformers. 
2 
Definition of the Problem 
·stereotyping is the process of assigning to a person or group of 
persons a specif~c ·role to fulfill I a role being, according to Samuel 
Bloom, ."a pattern of expected behavior, 05 or, according to Ralph Lil:1ton-, 
11 a reciprocal pattern of behavior i~ society.n6 Persons in society ocCUfY 
certain places, and their role performances in these positions is decided 
by social norms, demands, and rules; by the role demonstrations of other 
persons in their respective positions; by those persons who watch and react 
to the performance; and by the il1dividual 's particular personality and 
ability. In essence, the role perspective assumes th~t performance results 
from the social prescriptions ~nd behavior of other~.? 
In a medical confronttltion, then, the way the patient behaves towards 
! • . ' 
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the doctor an_d the t .. ~ay the doctor beha.ves towards the patient is st1--ongly 
influenced by the'. set of expectations each one of ·these persons has developed 
about the other and by the set of rules ea.ch has developed for his own 
behavior relative to thrt of the person in the other position. Not only 
does the doctor fit each·patient into his concept of what a patient is or 
should be, but the doctor ~lso fashions his ol-m behavior to fit ~he p~tient' s 
set of expe.ctations. I::Iot only does the patient vie.w the doctor within the 
framework of his o~m layman's preconception, but he also patterns his own 
behavior after the way he thinks the physician expects him to act. In other 
words, stereotypes, with their sets of prior expectations, determine, to 
a great extent, how patient and physician will interact with one another, 
how they will communicate in an actual confrontation. 
Insofar as stereotyping defines a medical situation and gives the 
doctor and/ or the patient some idea of ~.,hat to expect and how to act• it 
·is not detrimental. But when the set of role expectations constituting the 
stereotype becomes constrictive e.nd the patient 2nd physician ff'il to see 
each other as individual ·person·s, each with his mm peculiar v2.riations 
from the stereotype, then the practice of ster.eotyping beco1-:1es a. signific2nt 
·problem. Today's lack of communication between physician and urban poor. 
patients is obvious evidence of this problem. 
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The following discussion will show why a lack of com.-nunication does, 
indeed, result from stereotyping tendencies of the doctor and his patients 
who: are members of the lower socio-economic class, and why such a l~ck of 
conm1unication is more noticeable among the lower classes .of Americ~n socj_ety. 
First. it will be necessary to differentiate between the upper and 
lower socio-economic levels in the .Arne:rican population and their respective 
positions in a medical confrontation, after which the urban poor patient's 
stereotype of the physician will be developed .to include the following in 
contrast to the stereotype devisedL:by.-~an~.upper or middle class citizen: 1) 
the doctor as an inordinately busy man 2) the doctor as a healer with a 
purely physical function 3) the doctor as a responsible man with more than 
an average·amount of prestige .4) the docto; as a·so~t of "pseudo-mythical 
· figure" 5) the doctor ·as.a men of much author~ty 6) the doctor as a 
"substitute father~ 7) the doctor as a messenger of news,. both good a.nd 
bad. Several of these are also.facets of the upper class stereotype. 
However, they usually have a less pervasive influence on communication 
with this group than on the lower class groups. 
The Patient's Stereotype of his Physician 
wnat Constitutes It nnd Why It Exists 
All social classes view the doctor as an almost inhumanly busy man. 
Interviet-is conducted by Eliot Fr~idson have shown: "Almost every patient 
interviewed, irrespective of social class, expressed reluctance to bother 
the physician about medical matters." Yet Freidson observed that members 
of the lower socio-economic classes tend to hesitate longer before seeing 
a doctor than do upper class citizens, expressing for their reason a 
•reluctance to "bothertt the physician.8 .Thus, it would.appear that that 
facet of the stereotype which labels the doctor .e.s . "busy~ inter~eres more 
with the doctor's effectiveness in treating lower class patients than with 
his success in-caring.for patients of the upper or middle classes. 
·Another difference between upper and lower clBss stereotypes of the 
physician is that while the upper class patient has a· great tendency to 
call on the doctor for psychological as well as physical help, the lower 
.class patient sees the physician's function as a purely physical one. The 
lower class patient, on the whole, is much less prone to view his problems 
in psychological terms than is the citizen from a higher position on the 
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~ocio-economic scale.9 And, as a result, the doctor is stripped of an im-
portcmt facet of his function. He is seen by ·the poor orµy as a physical 
healer and not as a man who can also help solve personal problems. 
The third aspect of the phys~cian stereotype is the doctor's place 
in the co:r.rrnunity. Both the urban well-to-do_ and the urban poor see him as 
· 11responsible, er.-;otionally stable, and an assertive leader, who is socially 
10 
responsive." In· other words, they see him as an impol'tant part of the 
efficiently-functioning community. However, whereas the rich are.inclined 
~o think of the doctor as functioning in their own social stratum, e.g. 
belongi~g to the same country ·club, _ sending his children to the same 
private schools and surn..-rner camps, visiting the same vacation spots --- in 
short, sharing prestige with others in the community; the urban poor view 
the physician as one who has attained a special status, who performs some 
of his work in 'the poor community, but who 1--eturns home each evening to 
a comfortable house and an admirable social life --- a man of prestige. 
Indeed, Koos found that the lower classes tended to "place a h~i.lo" around 
11 · a doctor much more frequently than around a priest or preacher. 
No one would deny that at least some 8Ura of prestige, with the power 
and trustworthiness it implies, is necessary for a physician to perform 
his duties effectively. A degree of power aids the doctor by allowing him 
access to personal fi'nd intimate matters without embarrassment on the part 
,,,, . . . . 
of the patient~ Perhaps it is this aura of prestige and this unusual type 
of power which help to develop the fourth facet of the physician stereotype. 
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In the eyes of the poor, as to a greater extent in the eyes of children, 
the doctor appears as a somewhat "mythical. figure." The doctor's work, 
dealing with the most personal parts of the .self and giving.medicines, per-
forming surgery, ·etc. , attains an almost magical significance, and whether or 
not a person believes in magic or di vine power• he maint:dns a certain 
·amount of awe for the work-of ~he doctor. With the more prevalent lnck of 
education.among the urban poor, with the absence of abundant scientific 
knowledge in the ghetto, one would expect to find the feel~16 of ~we more 
. h th . b . b.. iZ pervasive ere u8.l1 in SU Ur 1a. 
Closely as·sociated with the feeling ·of awe about the physician's fW1c-
tion is the unquestioning acceptance of his authority by the·urb2.n poor. 
Wealthier and better-educated citizens have more occasion to question a 
diagnosis or 8. decision m.?de by the doctor, for in m~ny cases they h2.ve 
a layman's knowledge of the disease or injury and the methods used in its 
treatment, and they are not hesitant abou~ asserting themselves. The poorer, 
less-educated people have little or no technical _background information to 
fall back on except what their peers know, and this, in most cases, is 
little more th2n the patient himself knows already. 
In a·way, such a phenomenon is helpful to.the physician, for it saves 
him time by allowing him to give an uncontested diagnosis and phn for 
treatment. In the long run, however, this unquestioning acceptance of power 
can hinder the doctor in his,treatment of the patient. For exRmple, the 
aura of authority can set tho physician on such a high pedestal-that .the 
patient hesitates to ask even necessary questions. One such instance is 
cited in The A..rmals of a Country Doctor: A housewife with severe. high 
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blood pressure was advised by her physician to go on a stringent low-
sodium diet. At this time the woman: wondered about the advisability of. 
u_sing monosodi':1111 glutamite as a substitute seasoning I but she did not ask 
the doctor about ·it. Inste·ad, she used it, deciding that monosodium must 
mean less sodium even •though the seasoning tasted salty. When she was_ 
hospitalized later with a blood pressure n~ro-~p, she explained to a nurse: 
"I wondered about-monosod~um glutamate before I left, the doctor's office 
that day, but I didn't ask him about it. I knew_ he'd think I was really 
stupid for not knowing that,' and I thought one of my friends could pro-
. . .. - 13 
bably tell me what monosodium glutam~te was." 
'When such a situation· occurs,_ the patient:•s condition does not improve 
because the patient failed to understand exactly whA.t he, the p8t:i.ent, w2s 
supposed to do in the plan of tre~tment or why it was m~ndatory that he do 
what the physician prescribed. Either the patient goes uncured, or he 
changes doctors, due to dissatisfaction with the treatment he did not have 
a chance to follow, or he returns to the physician to get an expl~ation or 
lecture that takes twice the time it would have taken to answer a question 
at the time of diagnosis and prescription. 
So_metimes the 10.;..1er class patient's acceptance of the physician's 
authority goes as fer as to view the physician as a sort of "substitute 
.father figure." According to Fox and Talcott, this action is explicable: 
~'The analogy of the physician and pPrents in part is simple and obvious. 
These are the· stronger and more adequate persons on whom the_ child 2nd. the 
si~k person, respectively, are made to rely; they are the ones to whom 
he must turn to h2ve those of his needs fulfilled, which he is incDpable 
8 
· 14 of meeting through his own resources." 
The doctors Bre also the messengers of news, good or bad, Bbout the 
diagnosis or the imp:rovement'·or_ the worsening of the p:itient's condition. 
Th~y are ·also the withholders of news, hence the tendency for a p2tient 
sometimes to view a doctor suspiciously. Renee Fox contends that connnuni-
_cation from a doctor to a patient is characterized by "duplicity, evasion, 
and other forms of strain," and that patients of flny social class often 
sense a discrepancy between what the doctor knows find -what he tells the 
· 15 • pa.tient. Whether the petient 's sensed discovery leads him. to seek out 
another doctor or ~ther type of practitioner, or whether it leads him to 
divest himself of any dealings with real or would-be members of the medical 
profession, he does include the '.'information-dispensing" function in his 
stereotype of the doctor. The physician•s· refusal to dispense informa.tion 
· or his decision to conceal his knowledge can make the patient worry about 
his illness or injury even more,and mHke his stereotype of the physiciAn 
more rigid, due, according to the findings· of Weiss and Silverrn~m, to the 
16 
increased Rnxiety the patient experiences from a feAr of the unknown. In 
other words, because the patient feels unsure and uneasy about his cond·i-
tion, he makes some object connected with it more predictable to compensate 
for his fee~ings of anxiety. 
This last facet of the physician stereotype --- this view of the 
physici~n e.s ·messenger -- ·is chBracteristic of both upper c1nd lower socio-
economic classes. However, the grec1ter tendency of the lower clA.ss citizen 
to display awe at the physiciPn1 s power, prestige, .gnd authority makes this 
last aspect of the stereotype more prohibitive to him than to the upper 
9 
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class citizen, for it creates a wider gap between physician and pr.tient. 17 
Other factors that characterize the urban poor citizen's stereotype 
include the following: a) Members of the lower socio-economic levels appear 
to be less sensitive about their status as patients_ :md usually more passive 
. th. d 18 . in eir response to me ical care. This phenomenon could well occur 
because as one goes from the top to the bottom of the socio-economic scele, 
one finds thRt patient Hnddoctor share progressively fewer criteria for 
the diagnosis. The rich patient criticizes the doctor bec2use his lnyman's 
knowledge is more extensive than that of the poorer patient. 19 b) Another 
essential difference between the medical stereotypes of.the urban poor and 
the suburban rich, as pointed out by Rosenblatt c:end Suchman, is th!-t while 
the middle or upper class patient expects.to be a mere cog in the bureaucratic 
wheel, the member of a lower socio-economic class does not, because he is 
not as aware of the bureaucratic system. 20 He is likely·to expect more direct 
contact with the doctor, may resent waiting long hours in the do~tor's office 
and become confused with filling out forms for physician's and &overnment 
records, since he:is not accustomed to the formalities and red t8pe so much 
a part of middle class life. c) The urbari poor are less prone to make their 
own individual decisions than are the middle or upper class Americans, since 
the urban poor exist in a "p~rochial" social system rather than in the 
21 . . 
"cosmopolitan~•· 'System in which the upper classes exist. Rosenblatt find 
Suchm~n report that urban workers with an annual income of less thnn $4000 
score significantly higher in their parochialism than do other workers, the 
five indices being: family orientation~to tradition ~nd authority, family 
togetherness, religious attendance, reliance on_friends, ~nd friendship 
l .d ·t 22 so~ ari y. 
:Ma.ny of the urban poor work, eat,· play, and sleep in one pc1rt of the 
city with one.particular group of people, this ghetto group remaining 
essentially the same all.the~ lives. Since an individual in this type of 
community knows nothing else_, the beliefs of his fellow ghetto dwellers 
become his mm beliefs. Because of the cormnunity' s relative cohesiveness, 
he is forced to rely on t.qe lore of the community quite heavily and on the 
advice of his peer~ •. .AJ:, Eliot Freison points out: ·"In the practi'ce of 
medicine among the urb;in poor, the community forms the outermost frPme-
work of practicality for the doctor-pntient relationship, and the community 
fe8tures le.y interpersonal influence as a ubiquitous p8rt of everyday 
23 
life." Thus, the lower class citizen is . less prone than the upp_er middle 
class citizen to make his o,m unique decisions, since lay consultants are 
at his free disposal, 2nd in dealing with the stereotype problem, wee.re 
dealing, not with the tendency of isolated individuels, but with the com-
_posite tendency of a whole community to stereotype the doctor, to_suit him 
to a particuler role, which is perpetuated in l:1rge degree by community 
- . . 
e~pectancy. From reseArch on this point, Rosenbl8tt ~nd Suchman suggest: 
"On the whole, we find that, for the blue-coll2,r workers, differences with 
regard to socio-medical data tend to become sharper once we introduce the 
· · · · . 24 
factor of cosmopolit:m-p~rochial." .And the rese.nrchers continue their 
explanation to specify: "For the most part, this addition of the_cosmo-
politan-parochial index only serves to heighten the differences between 
the blue~collar workers and the white-collar workers with regPrd to their 
information and attitudes toward medical care. 1125 
11 
As ID.um stresses: "To be a pntient is to plny H_ social role that is 
26 learned as part of the content of a culture." Thus, a patient who comes 
from an urban poor family and soci,rl system will ten~ to stereotype the 
physician in the way that he he.s learned from the peers who m~ke up his 
social system; he will include the same characteristics in his attitude 
towards the docto:t' thPt pis neighbors do, for the lower class citizen is 
exposed to little else. He obtains the bulk of his education not from a 
variety of people end experiences but· from the few people he has known most 
. . 
of his life_, arid his education in school is often prematurely concluded. 
His understanding of the causes and cures for illness and injury, then, is 
likely not as thorough as th~t of an average college graduate, and he 
probably has not associated enough with prospective medical doctors to 
achieve a very thorough understanding of the doctor as a man. Thus, the 
lower class citizen's lay medical knowledge coupled with a cultural depriva-
.tion helps to explain his stereotype of the·_physician. 
A study done by G.M. Gilbert helps in p2-rt to illustrate the preceding 
statement. The study, entitled "Stereotype Persistance Rnd Ch.?nge Among 
College Students ,· 11 poirits out several reasons .why stereotyping does not 
exist among college students today as it did in 1932, two of the reasons 
being: a) the popul2rity· of the social sciences today b) the wide oppor-
tunities for intergro·up exposure :md contact on colleg.e c~mpuses. 27 One 
has only to consider the failure of the urban ghettos ·to provide these 
two advantages to understand another reason why stereotyping persists 
among the urban poor. For example, Eliot Freidson contends that members of 
the lower classes are much less prone to see their problems in psychological 
or social terms than to view the problems as purely physical. This un-
12 
popularity of the social sciences among the poor does not permit a sophis-
ticated awareness of the pc1rt that st8.tus end roles play in determining 
how a person perceives and, in turn, acts towards another person. 
Second, the dwellers in the ghetto, by definition, hPve little oppor-
tunity for intergroup exposure and contact.· When confronted with a membe1" 
of another socio-eco:i;iomic group, e.g. the physiciPn, the urbnn poor patient 
will tend to stereotype t~at other person in the only way he has learned 
from his peers. Then the doctor c2n be more predictable to the pP.tient, 
13' 
and the patient can establish some kind of behavior p~ttern that makes him 
feel more comfortable in a situation which is threatening bec.?use~1:,he patient 
does not know what to expect, 28 and his status becomes vulnerable. 
Indeed, as Eliot Freidson emphasizes, the vulnerability of any 
patient's status can understandab1:y increase the patient's tendency to 
stereotype,2.9 for wh~n per.sonal identity is. basically at issue with the 
patient, the patient tries to combat his anxiety by constructing the situa-
tion to make it more predictable.JO And devising a stereotype is qne easy 
way of making the medical confront2.tion initiPlly more fP-mili2r. 
In summary, the urban poor patient's stereotyf,e of the physici;,n has 
seven prominent aspects, all of which contrast in prominence and effect 
with the components of the rich patient's.physician stereotype. These are the 
seven aspects of.the stereotype by the urban poor: 1) The doctor is a busy 
man •. 2) The d~ctor is a healer whose function is purely physical. 3) The 
doctor is a responsible mP-n with more th2n the usual amount of prestige. 
4) The doctor is a sort of "pseudo-mythical" figure. 5) The doctor is a 
man of much authority •. 6) The doctor is a "substitute father." .7) The 
doctor is a messenger of news, both good and bad. 
The prime determiners of the stereotype are the influence of the 
urban ghetto pProchial system, the lack of technical, social, 2nd_psy-
chologicnl education in the ghetto, ::nd anxiety due to the differentiation 
of status. In short, the stereotype represents an attempt on the part of 
the urban poor patient to construct the medica.l confrontation and make it 
a less threatening experience. 
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A similar tendency to structure the medical confrontation, to stereotype, 
characterizes the physician's attitude towRrds the patient of H lower 
socio-economic class. 
The rhysician's Stereotype of his Patient 
What Constitutes It end Why It Ex:ists 
According to Eliot Freidson, the stereotype of mP-ny doctors towPrds 
the poor includes the belief that members of this class ~re "irrational 
patients.-" In other words, the doctor's stereotype emphasizes the "help-
lessness and need of help, technical incor:ipetence and emotional involve-
ment of t~e pAtient, so th.at a high level of rationalityJof judgment is 
particularly difficult for the p~tient·to develop. 0 31 The doctor assumes 
that the a priori trust Fnd confidence the patient places in him "is· a sign 
of the patient's irrationality.32 Upper and middle class patients are, on 
the whole, more objective, wary, and questioning about the medical services 
they receive and will not hesit~te, .in some instances, to argue with the 
physici~n. On the other hand, the patient who belongs to the lower socio-
economic class does not possess in his vocabulary the smnttering of pro-
fessional terms famili~r to the upper classes, 8.nd he may feel he cannot 
express himself adequateiy enough to the physician to contradict or ques-
. · . 33 
tion the doctor's advice. 
Thus, the lower class patient c1ppe~rs submissive to the doctor :md 
uninquisitive, arid the physician --- however unconsciously--- interprets 
these signs of timidity as irr2.tional1ty or stupidity on the part of the 
patient who has not been educated as the doctor has. Without many qualms, 
the doctor extends this conception of one urban poor patient to every 
other member of that patient's lay referral group, and a stereotype of the 
ghetto patient as ignor8nt and i~rational takes shape.34 
In addition, the doctor harbors a moral stereotype a.bout any patient, 
but especially about a patient of the lower socio-economic class, since 
none of its members a.re members of the doctor's own social class, and he 
has no non-medical obligations to them. Samuel Bloom writes: "In spite of 
the developernnt of rr:odern social science, man's preference when de.;i.ling . 
with human behavior continues to be to moralize rather than to underst;:ind 
In medicine this is exemplified by the common.tendency to judge patients on 
. a moralistic basis. That is, rather than per.ceiving patients as they are, 
tlj.e doctor views the patiei:ts according to preconceived attitudes of how 
good patients should behave. Apparently this practice begins early in the 
roodic~l career and is more like to intensify during medical school than to 
decrease • ."35 The physician develops a remarkable facility for labeling the 
good 8nd the bad, the moral and the immoral, the attitudes to be sought 
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and those to be avoided; and he employs this conception as an integral 
pa~t of his stereotype. 
Thus, the doctor views the lower· class patie~t prematurely as stupid 
and irrational, and then, as the doctor observes and reacts to the patient, 
he pronounces his private mo_ral judgment· on the patient. 
· Actually, it is not surprising tha.t the physician stereotypes the 
patient in such ~m automatic way, since medica;J. practitioners also h,we 
their own lay referral systems. mum quotes ·saunders (1953) as saying: "The 
medical profession itself is a kind of subculture. In this respect, the 
differences between physicians and the other members of society are based 
on professional ~ather than on ethnic or geographical boundaries. The physi-
cian has a special language, and by virtue of his social role and training 
he also possesses specific beliefs and behavior not shared by others. These 
differences "between the physician and the other members of the community, 
, 36 
however, are centered about the.interpretation and treatment of illness." 
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To be sure, the doctor does get away from his professional lay referral 
group. He plays golf, goes to church, the theater, school P.T.A. meetings, 
etc. with men and women· who are not physicians. He does not spend all his 
time with members of his own profession, and he does not employ his pro-
fessional language with his non-professional friends in ordinary conversations. 
However, in explaining a- doctor's ·stereotype of the urban poor, one~ 
legitimately consider the tj.octor's lay referral system, since;.;.in this 
instance, the doctor's fellow professionals play the largest ptrt in shaping 
his attitudes.·His family and outside-friends have little c~use even to 
consider the poor, and,thus,.have little reason to influence the doctor 
on this matter. The influence of the physician's professional lay referral 
17 
system is strongest when the.doctor deals with professional matters. 
. . ·.. . 
con.-riection with professional influences on the doctor, the printed 
word must also be inentioned •. Freidson stresses.throughout his book that 
much has been written about the way patients -and doctors should behave.37 
It appears that doctors not 9nly learn informally from their conversations 
·with· professional collen.gues but that they also learn from written material---
journals, medical textbool~s, etc.} These also contribute to the doctor's 
fo:r-mation of an urban po;r stereotype.· 
Thus, as Ozzie Simmons 'states: "A social class constitutes. a member-
ship group, and promoting t¼nd maintaining one's acceptance by the group calls 
for conformity \Jith the-perceptions and behavior deemed proper by the group, 
whether it be in relation to heal th and illness or anything else. 1138 The 
unfortunate thing about a stereotJJ)e formed in this way by a physician is 
that such an attitude gets perpetuaLreinforc(;!ment, since the doctor is 
working with patients every da.y~ :ind much of his conversation with his col-
leagues denls with medical.matters. 
In summary, the physician may stereotype his urban poor patient in two 
ways: 1) as stupid and irrational 2) as bad, disobedient, or immoral. This 
stereotype is formed for several reasons, the.most obvious being the in-
fluence of the physician's professional community, either in the form of 
the spoken word or in the !orm of ·the written wor_d. And the stereotype formed 
by the doctor and reinforced in his every day medical life coupled w;i.th.-the 
stereotype formed by the urban poor patient can hinder communication be-
tween these two human beings, often to the point of complicating tre.!1.tment 
of an illness or injury. 
Mutual Stereotypes of Physician and Patient 
How They Hinder Communication and Treatment 
18 
It has been shoi-m that doctors and patients do, indeed, stereotype 
each other, and the possible reasons for these stereotypes have been given. 
Now I shall discuss how these mutual patient·-physician stereotypes and 
the la.ck of communication that results from them can prove a hindrance 
not only to the doctor-patient relationship itself but also to the effective 
treatment of the whole patient from the· onset .. of~ his illness· to its cure. 
Earlfer in the discussion it was established that stereotyping is 
necessary to some extent when the phys1cian and his urban poor patient 
confront each other for the first time. However, when the overt goal of 
stereotyping is no longer to establish a basic background for communication 
between the doctor and his patient, when stereotyping, instead, begins to 
hinder communication and create problems with the doctor's-diagnosis or 
the ·treatment he knows is best for the patient, then something needs to be 
done to narrow the pervasiveness of the stereotype • 
. Examining the difficulties that stereotyping creates with the doctor's 
initial diagnosis, one is p8rticularly struck by the difference the inclusion 
of the morality ·factor in the doctor's stereotype of the patient could make 
in the doctor's diagnosis. For example, when a physician is confronted by 
a ghetto prostitute complaining.of ab:lominal pains, he probably thinks first 
of gonorrhea rather than appendicitis, And the type of questions he asks 
the woman will probably imply her lack of morals and m~ke her less willing 
to communicate with the physician. She likely may not return to see the 
doctor. In essence, the doctor's stereotype has made him less effective 
as a healer.· 
No less unfortunate is the inclusion of the irrationality factor in 
the doctor's stereotype of.his urban poor patient. I?ecause he views the 
patient as lacking in his intellectual capacities, the physician may 
avoi~ prescribing the best tre0tment for the pntient, choosing instead a 
· less effective but simpler method of treatment that he is relatively cer-
tain the patient can .follow. Or, if no such simple home treatment exists 
for a perticular condition, the physician may commit his patient to the 
hospit::il unnece.ssarily,. not trusting the patient's ability to follow com-
plicated instructions. B.tt the exorbitant cost of a hospibl stay and/or 
\ 
the soF;ewhat "bureimcratic" atmosphere in the ··hospitrl can likely upset 
. . 
the patient nnd discourage him from further contact with the medic~l ser-
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vices. Thus, in this case, too, the physician's.·stereotype of the· p~tient 
has subtracted from his success as a healer, since by.losing contact with 
the patient upon ~is release from the hospital, the doctor loses his chance 
i 
to pract~ce preventive me~icine with this patient later on and fulfill.the 
function mos.t public health expert:3 and urban physicians deem most imporfaint 
. . 
in today's society.39 
The various ·racets of the patient's stereotype of the doctor may also 
hamper the doctor's effectiveness in treating the patient by esta.blishing 
a communication.-blockAde between the.two human beings • 
. When the patient sees his.doctor as an extremely busy mAn, he may 
f a.il to see the doctor as soon as he should, fe·eling thB.t a little pa:in 
or discomfort is hardly worth the time of a man who has so much to do. Or, 
· once the patient has made a visit to the doctor,_ he may obliterate his 
chances to get some needed-reassurRnce about his condition bec2use he is 
afraid to tBke up too much of the doctor •·s time. As· a result, he may worry 
so rriuch that his condition does not improve with treatment. 
Along the same line, when the patient regards the doctor as a purely 
physical healer, he will neglect to discuss feelings and psychological 
problems with the physician which might give clues to the diagnosis and 
treatment of his condition. The physician will not be able to fulfill his 
function as effectively as he could if he knew more about the patient 
person~lly, about the person's background, his fnmily and homelife, his 
attitudes and fears. He can only t;reflt the physical man, not the whole man, 
and, in such a way, his effectiveness diminishes. 
The urban poor patient's tendency to view the doctor as a ma.n of pres-
tige, ·authority, and_ power, e.s a pseudo-mythictil figure, or as a substitute 
·rather may achi~ve similar effects, for if the patient sets the physician 
on a towering pedestal_, the patient may again fail to ask necessary ques-
tions or disclose V8luable psychological information. 
Finally, the patient•~ predisposition to see the physiciRn as a messen-
ger can also .hamper success in the .treatment of the pDtient•s condition. At 
the outset it would s~em that viewing the doctor as a messenger could be an 
asset to communication, and it can be.40 However,· if the patient senses 
th!lt the doctor is withholding some of the information·, he becomes uncom-
fortable, and the possibility of spontaneous communication between the two 
human beings· is lost. 41 The patient is likely to become anxious or to refuse 
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his feelings or any other useful information to the doctor. The holding 
back of information on both sides puts a great strain, then, on the doctor-
patient relationship and complic2tes.treatment. 
This frustration both doctor and patient experience in trying to 
communicate with each other .or to avoid more than surface communication 
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can cre(;1te a tendency tok!:fr_ds. ;fgr;t,h~r ster.e.otyping. 42 Thus, the stereotyping 
process becomes its own food for growth, and it follows thnt communication 
worsens between ·physician and patient, and treatment of medice'.l problems 
decreases in effectiveness. 
It would seem that if: a) the.doctor would not gu~rd his privilege of 
information-dispensing carefully cehind professional jargon Pnd professional 
silences b) the patient were reminded and reassured of his importance in 
medical treatment c) the p8rochi~ social system of the ghettos were to 
become more cosmopolitBn; that less stereotyping and, thus, more fjnd better 
communication would occur between the doctor and his urban poor patient. 
Within the next few years these three changes can quite conceivabiy occur. 
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Summery 
The urban doctor and his urban poor patient have sepnrate worlds of 
experience; they h2ve different soci2l ~oles, a different langu[!ge, different 
referral systems.· All of these factors contribute to the formation of stereo-
types. 
From sorrie points of view it e,ppears that stereotypes can aid in the 
doctor-patient relationship. They give the patient ~nd the physician at 
least some type of expectation, some type of groundwork for their medical 
confrontation. In the sense that the stereotype is merely the determination 
of a role, it is good, but when that stereotype begins to hinder communi-
cation, e.g. to m2ke the physician bored with the patient or the patient 
afraid of the doctor, it becomes a real hindrance. Many of the reasons why 
harmful stereotyping may occur have been accounted for, ~nd several of its 
possible effects have been noted. 
\ 
WhAt now needs to be done is to work to get rid of stereotyping when 
~t begin~ to hamper communic~tion~ Stereotyping of the urban poor by the 
medical profession and of the medical profession by the urban poor creates 
one noticeab~e gap in commupication in our nation's cities, Bnd the bridging 
·of this· gap will bring us as American citizens one step closer to the under·-
sta~ding necessary in a cow:itry with vast expanses of cities, vast numbers of 
people, and all'"'.'encompassing problems. 
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